STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

EMPLOYMENT DATA

86% Undergraduate students (BIArch) from 2016-2018 graduating classes working in Architecture and Design firms within nine months of graduation.

100% Graduate students (MIArch) from 2016-2018 graduating classes working in Architecture and Design firms within nine months of graduation.

Our students are placed into some of the top architecture and design firms in the nation at an aggregate rate of 91% for students graduating between 2016 and 2019. Below are a few job opportunities received and accepted by recently graduated students.

- Kengo Kuma (Tokyo)
- Miller Hull (Seattle)
- SERA Architects (Portland)
- McMahon-Baek Architecture (Brooklyn)
- Mithun (SEA, SF, LA)
- Perkins and Will (Chicago)
- Brynn Olson Design Group (Chicago)
- Huntsman Architecture (San Francisco)
- Jessica Helgerson Interior Design (Portland)
- Wittman Estes Architecture (Seattle)
- OMFGCO (Portland)
- Gensler (Portland)
- Walt Disney Imagineering (Orlando)
- Ewing Cole (Philadelphia)
- IA (San Francisco)
- Studio Petretti (Portland)
- Myhre Group Architects (Portland)
- MG2 Architecture, Seattle
- Ankrom Moisan (PDX, SF, SEA)
- TEXZONTLE (Mexico City)
- Workstead (Brooklyn)
- Noll & Tam Architects (Berkeley)

STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Our students have incredible opportunities to explore the field of design through professional experience, diverse and experienced faculty, and study abroad locations. Our SAE curriculum allows students to expand their understanding of design through minors and concurrent degrees.

43% Study abroad during the program
62% of Undergraduates complete a minor
75% of Graduate students complete an M.Arch concurrently

ENDOWED VISITING FACULTY

Hallgeir Homstvedt (Norway) 2016
Rebecca Ruddf (Los Angeles, CA) 2016
Catherine Johnson (Los Angeles, CA) 2016
Zoe Mowat (Montreal, QC) 2017
Ella Dickey (London) 2018
Justin Allen (Berlin) 2019

GRADUATION RATE

Students enrolled in classes of 2017 and 2018 graduated on time or sooner.

85% Undergraduate
100% Graduate

RETENTION RATE

Graduating classes in 2017, 2018, and 2019 had an aggregate 90% retention rate from year one of the program.

85% Undergraduate
96% Graduate

CONTINUED EDUCATION

IArch students who applied and were accepted to a graduate program from the class of 2019

100% Undergraduate
N/A Graduate

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

The percentage of IArch students who had an internship while in school

71% Undergraduate
75% Graduate

NCIDQ EXAMINATION PASS RATE

Passing rates for our grads who took the exam 2016–2018

94% Practicum
85% IDFX Section
80% IDPX Section
Avg pass rate 66% Avg pass rate 66% Avg pass rate 57%

SCHOLARSHIPS & FUNDING

Total Scholarship and Funding offered by the Department of Interior Architecture in the 2016-18 academic years

$187,000 Offers for Incoming Graduate Students